Would you like to join?
Submit your application and
CV to job@scalepoint.com
If you have any questions
about the position, contact
Head of Accounting & Reporting, Betina Thane.

Scalepoint is looking for a Financial Controller
Aiming for new heights
At Scalepoint, we aim for the stars. Our ambition is clear: we want to conquer the world. We successfully help insurers
help their customers by digitalizing the claims processes. We support 26 insurers in five countries around Europe.
We are now looking for a Financial Controller to join our Accounting & Reporting team. Your main tasks will be to improve our project controlling and assist with various monthly closing activities and internal process optimization initiatives. You will report to Head of Accounting & Reporting and be an important link between Finance and the rest of the
organization – primarily Customer Management and PMO. Our Finance department consists of Product Finance, Accounting & Reporting, and Business Finance with a total of 12 employees.

What to dive into
At Scalepoint, there’s always room for developing and exploring great ideas. We know it takes high ambitions to conquer
the world. You are ambitious and have a head full of good ideas. As part of our team, you will dive into the following tasks:
Project and revenue controlling
In close cooperation with the Finance team and our PMO department, you will perform cost controlling of our projects
and prepare reporting to the management group. You will play a pivotal role in the improvement of our internal steering
data, project reporting, time registration, and invoicing processes.
Support monthly closure activities and control environment
You will take part in the monthly closing and reporting to the management group. You will amongst other work with
fixed/intangible asset register, transfer pricing and various reconciliations. Further, you will participate in optimization of
the finance processes and internal controls.
Preparation of group and local audit
Together with the colleagues in Finance you will participate in our group audit and have an important role for the local
audit of our subsidiaries. Depending on your experience you will either assist or be in charge of the process of the local
audits.

What kind of geek are you?
At Scalepoint, you will meet other geeks. They love to go to work and to have fun– just like you. We’ll be looking forward
to working with you if you have a talent for:
Project controlling
We expect you to have experience with project controlling and/or controlling of work in progress including invoicing of

customers. You have an ambition to impact the company you work for and are capable of improving processes and challenge existing practices and workflows.
Analytical and IT skills
You have good analytical skills and strong competencies with Excel. A good understanding of IT systems is a necessity
since you will navigate in various IT applications. Experience with NAV is an advantage but not a requirement.
Being service-minded and a team player
You will frequently interact with and support other departments within the organization, why being service-minded and
a team player is important to ensure effective working relationship. Further, you thrive in an outgoing position where
you have several interactions with the organization.

Scalepoint spirit in everyday life
Come as you are. That’s how we prefer it. You can easily leave dress codes, permanent lunch buddies, and corporate business attitudes at home. Our office is filled with hugs and high fives – and we believe that everyone is doing their best.
We have employees from 11 nationalities, spread across our offices in Copenhagen, Poland and Switzerland. 63% of us
ride a bicycle to work. 42% eat vegetarian lunch. 38% are parents. And 52% do not work out on a regular basis. Our unofficial and self-declared Minister of Sports tries to create a movement by introducing soccer and a running club. However,
that might not change the fact that we have a very generous attitude towards sweets and cake. But that’s ok because we
do have a lot to celebrate at Scalepoint.

Would you like to join the journey?
You must be able to communicate effortlessly in Danish and English. You are likely to have 4-5 years of experience from a
finance function or alternatively as an auditor from one of the bigger auditing firms. We expect you to hold a bachelor’s
degree or higher within finance, e.g. HD (R), cand.merc.aud. However, we want to stress that your engagement and commitment are what matters the most. Experience from working with finance in an IT or Project organization is an advantage but not a requirement.
Are you ready to jump on our ride? Submit your application and CV to job@scalepoint.com. We will review the applications and conduct interviews continuously.
If you have any questions about the position, please feel free to contact Head of Accounting & Reporting, Betina Thane at
+45 27 90 80 69 / bth@scalepoint.com

